In today’s changing landscape, teams need to be resilient, innovative, and agile just to keep up.

But here’s the problem:

You can’t think your way to resilience, wellbeing, or agility.

That’s where Akash comes in.

A sought-after keynote speaker, Akash Karia teaches leaders how to create environments in which innovation, wellbeing, agility – and virtually all the metrics we care about – are the natural by-products.

Akash’s work has been featured in Forbes, Fast Company, Entrepreneur, and The New York Times.

Clients who’ve sought him out include The Government of Dubai, FedEx, Bristol Myers Squibb, Sony Pictures Entertainment, Ernst & Young, and many more...

We’re very excited to have him here with us today to talk about how to <TOPIC>.

Please give a warm <COMPANY>* welcome to Akash Karia.

* In place of <TOPIC>, insert the title of your presentation. In place of <COMPANY>, please insert the name of your organization.

This is a standard emcee introduction for you to edit as you like. If you’d like a customized introduction for your event, please request one from anna@akashkaria.com